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HORIZONTAL ACCUMULATOR MODEL COR
VERTICAL ACCUMULATOR MODEL CVE
For continuous operations it is essential to link the pay-off and take-up with our wide range of accumulators.
We have at disposal two types of accumulators, horizontal and vertical.
The main difference between the two versions concerns their extension, the vertical version in height, the horizontal version in length.

HORIZONTAL ACCUMULATOR MODEL COR
The family of our horizontal accumulator is composed from these models:
 COR600 for pulleys with max diameter 600mm
 COR800 for pulleys with max diameter 800mm
The horizontal versions are the ideal solution for high speed sheathing lines where uninterrupted operation during is moved by a
chain, piloted by a frequency controlled motor.
The upper and lower cable loops between the two sets of lightweight plastic pulleys, made in black ertalon material, are supported by
rollers that move with the carrier.
lightweight plastic pulleys made in black ertalon material
This accumulator can be installed at the floor lever or as raised machines, above the cooling line.
Robust and precise, hey are the ultimate solution for continuous operation in highly demanded cable production facilities.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
Diameter of the cable min
Diameter of the cable max
Diameter of pulleys
Number of fix and movable pulleys
Capacity of accumulation max
Dimension of the machine
Length max
Width max
Height max
Weight

10mm
60mm
600/800mm
14
120mt
13,70mt
1650mm
3600mm
3000kg
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VERTICAL ACCUMUALTOR MODEL CVE
The family of our vertical accumulator is composed from these models:
 CVE400 for pulleys with max diameter 400mm
 CVE600 for pulleys with max diameter 600mm
These accumulators are mainly use to provide an interface between a running line and two independent take ups.
It is composed of a set fixed and movable lightweight plastic pulleys made in black ertalon material, thus allowing to accumulate a
maximum around 90mt of cables.
It is using a hydraulic group to generate the adjustable needed tension in the cable.
A clamp comes standard with it, to block the cable during the change over operation.
Cost effective and space savers, these accumulators are ideal for simple solutions and small accumulation lenghts.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
Diameter of the cable max
Diameter of pulleys
Number of fix and movable pulleys
Capacity of accumulation max
Dimension of the machine
Length max
Width max
Height max
Weight

15mm
400/600mm
14
50/90mt
1800mm
1800mm
5000mm
2000kg
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